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Just before writing up this Postscript, I drank non-alcohol beer. My family has
prohibited me from drinking alcohol for the last 16 years, when I retired from
Hiroshima Shudo University. Honestly speaking, emergency medical care Hibino
Hospital midnight accepted my accidents three times (at home, drinking-party and hotel,
downtown) to save my life. Disease name is ‘acute alcohol intoxication.’
Why? My seminar students told me, “yes, weak alcohol” but, strong alcohol was
mixed behind and I could not stand up at all. My body suddenly turns to no bone body.
Yet, strange to say, I could cry out, “All of you are accomplice.” They do sometimes
extreme. Everything is balanced, as shown in purely endogenous equilibrium. I was
a laboratory table as learning by doing.
Although non-alcohol beer has no alcohol, I feel much better.
little bit. Why? I do not know.

I feel as if I drank a

Now sincerely, I have been suffering from the whole design sketching of this book.
Naturally, I rely on a few of benefactors in my life-work. Keno Kumasaki, 熊崎健翁,
is versed in intuitive numbering, differently of mathematicians. By 80, all numerous
numbers are each circulated. Within 80, good numbers are 5, 13, 16, 23, 32, 44, 47, 48,
and 65. I look at car’s number when I meet some of good friends. Their car numbers
are always good. I understand that good people are given good numbers. Therefore,
the total number of essays is 44 in this book.
Turning to colors, Tao 陰陽 in old China prefers five colors, five items, five parts
and so on to other sets of numbers, as I concretely indicated the essence of Tao, at
Preface and some of six Parts. I understand, the essence of Tao inevitably overlaps
hyperbola philosophy. I am indifferently for repeating the same wording in English.
In short, I do not trust probability or assumption. I trust learning by doing, where
theory equals practice. And, any information must be fair and open at the same time,
just like under the market principles. We are gradually nearer to natural science
behavior but, without useless consumption of money for extreme money-making. And
we feel happy always since extremes, seen and unseen, are balanced static and dynamic.
Readers, please at any time communicate together to correct and accurate whatever.
I am delighted to be able to add one page to the above. Unexpectedly, in a week, I
could find and confirm two human discoveries. Further, I was, without pause, given
this additional page by Better Advances Press (BAP), Toronto. What are two human
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The author is sincerely most happy in the world, as he thinks of this fact and repeats this given
good fortune to be published by Better Advances Press, Toronto, in August 2016.
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discoveries above? One is unique farming method to produce pyrrole brown rice and,
the other is a set of three materials which is composed of D-water or real water,
wonder-sheet (Bio Activation Inducement), oligosaccharide, and plum-salt sinter.
Who is respective historic discoverer? Surprisingly to say, Mr. Yosaku Kuroda 黒田与
作, Fukui, Japan, for pyrrole brown rice and, Mr. Hitoshi Hattori 服部一志, Okayama,
Japan, for three materials.
What are reasons for pyrrole brown rice?
Due to acid rain today, sperm of man turned to weak-acid from weak-alkali. It
means babies are not born any more on the earth. Further, roughly two years or so,
this fact appears and math-media discloses naturally. Besides, today’s fishing is not
natural and needs chemical antiseptic solution. As a result, stench smell at farms
shallows spread in the sea. Only solution has been proved by the use of pyrrole germ/
bacteria. It implies that natural way of solution lasts forever, free from chemical
symptomatic treatment. Pasture is similar; herbicide and disinfectant put business into
no more continuation. In short, starting from fishing, chemical use began to stop,
which farmers and fishermen know these background and they are now using natural
materials. It implies that human began to recover natural green cycling.
The rate of technological progress is not given (as shown in the related literature)
artificially but produced ‘purely endogenously.’ Accordingly, the rate of growth at the
macro-basis cannot be controlled but is measured accurately, where today the rate of
growth in GDP is already extremely low. Policy makers and leaders cannot manage at
all. If the reverse policies are taken, then the re-reversed is strengthened. This is the
spirit of Tao in old China and also the feeling of moderation in Confucianism.
When did I study the above everlasting facts or, one of two historic discoveries for
pyrrole germ/bacteria? The dates are 2nd and 3rd, July 2016. Kuroda and I have spent
a whole day together. I am sincerely thankful to Yosaku Kuroda, the historic world
discoverer on 3rd of July, while summing up the whole story. I do not here disclose the
other historic discovery by Hisashi Hattori. Why? Differently from pyrrole germ/
bacteria, people and individuals do not yet commonly perceive a set of three materials
such as D-water, even in Japan. Lastly, I repeat my thankfulness given by Yisheng,
one of my best friends in the world.
In our human societies on the earth, anyone lives by following the variety by the
‘anyone’ who is perfectly responsible for whole results. By God/Heaven, if the
‘anyone’ has blood relatives, whole results attribute solely to the ‘anyone’ and/or blood.
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